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To the memory of Professor László Kalmár 
Introduction 
Each context-free grammar G can be transformed into a Chomsky-normalform 
(CNF) and into a Greibach-normalform (GNF) without changing the languages 
generated by the grammars. Our interest does not concern the invariance of the 
languages under such transformations but the ambiguity of the grammars, the 
multiplicity of words relative to the grammars and relations between pairs of gram-
mars. Syntactical transformations of languages are induced by the grammars. There-
fore, it should be of interest, if certain syntactical transformations between languages 
transform in a natural manner with the normal form transformations. The role 
of monoid homomorphisms in connection with rational transformation is played 
by functors between the syntactical categories of grammars in connection with 
tree transformations. 
In this paper we define three different transformations t 1 ; t 2 and t 3 of grammars 
in C N F into G N F . Tx produces productions with one terminal and at most two 
non-terminals in the range of the productions. T2 and T3 generate productions p 
with maximally two resp. three non-terminals and one terminal on each side of 
the range (p). 
Tr has been considered for the first time in a technical report 1967 by S. Grei-
bach. One finds it again in [GR] (1975). Implicitely the construction is contained in 
[Ho 2] (1974) too. r2 and t 3 seem to be studied here the first time. 
Geller, Harrison and Havel showed in [GE—HA], that for each LR(k) lan-
guage there exist a LR(k') grammar in G N F with k'—k for k=s\ and that there 
exist LR(0) languages for which one has always k'^l. But they did not use the 
simple transformation T^ 
We show that tx , r2 and r 3 preserve unambiguity and do not increase multi-
plicities. But there exist grammars for which the multiplicity decreases. N o n LR(k) 
grammars may be transformed into LR(k) grammars. 
We show that functors between the syntactical categories of the grammars 
G1 and G2 are transformed into functors between the syntactical categories between 
the grammars T^GX) and ^ ( G y . 
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With the same methods we show in a following paper, that r /preserves LL(k) 
for all k and LR(k) for k^ 1 and that LR{0) is transformed into LR( 1). The proofs 
for both properties are nearly identical. From this paper we use the unambiguity 
lemma for the existence of well formed decompositions of morphisms (classes of 
derivations) in products of (t, l)-prime derivations. r2 and t 3 may destroy the LR 
and LL properties. This means that transformations inverse to r2 and r3 may eventu-
ally transform non LR(k) grammars into such grammars. 
Because until now we do not know much about transformations which trans-
form certain grammars of LR(k) languages into LR(k) grammars the relations 
r ^ j T f 1 may be of interest. 
For certain transformations from general context-free grammars into C N F 
the Zrt-invariance has been showed by [BE] ( 1 9 7 6 ) and [SCH] ( 1 9 7 3 ) . 
We use the notation of x-categories or syntactical categories as defined in 
[Ho—CL]. An introduction in related questions the reader may find in [A—ULL] 
or [SA], 
Definitions and preliminaries 
In the following T is the terminal and Z the variable , alphabet, and S1 is the 
axiom of the context-free grammar G. We assume that the set P of productions 
.of G is in Chomsky normal form. This means that for f£P we have 
f = (z,z1z2) or f=(z,t), 
where, as always in this paper, z, zx, z2 are in Z and t in T. We assign to G the 
free x-category F(G); that means that we wish to calculate with derivations of G, 
or — more precisely formulated — we wish to calculate with the classes of in-
essentially different derivations of G. We write 
w — u and £>(/) = w, C ( f ) — u 
if / is a derivation class from w.to u. w is the domain and u the codomain o f f . 
From • 
w-^-u and w'— 
we from 
W W ' ^ U H ' , 
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by executing first / and then g if C ( f ) = D(g). 
For F(G) we also write F(P) where P is the production set of G, and we write 
w - p - u 
if there exists f£F(P) such that 
holds. 
Now we study as in [Ho 2] special derivations which are related to canonical 
derivations of words uw with u£T* and w£Z*. These special derivations will be 
used to construct the productions in our normal form grammars. 
Definition. A derivation / in Chomsky normalform 
z^-uwv, u£T*, v£T*, w£Z*- ' " .•'••••• 
is called (u, v)-prime if f rom 
it follows that 
This means that / is (w, u)-prime if / is a shortest derivation which generates 
from z a word which begins with the terminal symbols u and ends with the terminal 
symbols v and has only nonterminal symbols (possibly none) between.' 
As we will see later, of special interest are the cases , , • 
1. w= 1, v£T, 
2. u£T, v= 1, - -
3. u£T, vCT. 
Let 
J 
B(z,u,-v) = {wgZ*| there exists. z—~uwv, f (u, ¡;)-prime}. 
In [Ho 2] we showed that B(z, u, 1) is a regular set for all u6 T*. By symmetry 
arguments it follows that B(z, 1, v), too, is a regular set for v£T*.. 
For f(u,v)-prime u,v£T we have a decomposition 
f = 0 , . x K x g ) ° h , wez* 
such that It is (u, l)-prime and g is (l ,u)-prime. ; 
On the other hand / . is (u, u)-prime for all (u, l)-prime h and (1, u)-prime g. 
We define for L<zZ* and x£Z* ,' : . 
Lx.= {weZ*\wx£L} 
and 
XL = {w£Z*\xw£L}. • 
With this notation we have 
B(z,t,r) = ^[B(z,t,\)\B{y,\,r) for t,rdT. .... 
Now, the relation w ^ w2*=>-LWl = LW2 is the well known syntactical congruence 
(i.e., left invariant equivalence relation)'.1 For regular sets L there are only a finite 
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number of these congruence classes where each class is also a regular set. F r o m 
this we conclude that [ B ( z , t, l)]j, is a regular set and thus that B(z, t, r) is regular 
for ail f, / - e r u o } . 
Lemma 1. The set 
B = UBO, t,r)]y\z£Z, x£Z*, ydZ*} 
is a finite set of regular sets for all t,r£T U{1}. 
Proof. We know f rom the above discussion that B(z, t, r ) is regular. We know 
also that 
A = {[B(z,t,r)],\yZZ*, z€Z}. 
is a finite set of regular sets. 
Now as one sees immediately 
\.pLq\s — P^sq I • s[pLq] ~ ps^q-
Therefore we conclude f rom the finiteness of the set A,.that B is also finite and 
f rom the regularity of the elements of A, that the elements of B are regular. This 
finishes our proof. 
Lemma 2. For 
u,v£T*, z £ Z and t, r£T 
it follows that 
B(z, ut, rv) = B(x, t, \)x[B{z, u, v)]TB{y, 1, r ) 
u B(x, t, r). iíB(:, a, u)n Z 
Bfa-ut, rv), then, is regular. 
Proof. Let / be a (ut, n;)-prime derivation with D(f)=z. Then / can be 
decomposed into 
. / = ( l „ X g X l > ' i 
such that h is (u, u)-prime. 
Now we discuss the two cases corresponding to D(g)£Zm for m £ 2 and 
D(g)£Z; these are the. only two possibilities, since G is in Chomsky normal form. 
1. For this case g can be decomposed into 
g = g i X l w X g 2 . 
Here gi is (t, l)-prime and g2 is (1, r)-prime. Otherwise / would not be (ut, rv)-
prime. Let D(gl)=x, D(g2)=y. Then we have 
C(h) = uxwyv, where xwy£B(z, u, v). 
Further, let C(gl) = tw1 and C(g2) — w2r. Then we have w1£B(x, t, 1), w2dB(y, 1, r) 
and for C(f)=utwrv the following holds: 
. w = w1ww2^B(x, t, I K [ B ( z , u, v)]y-B(y, 1, r ) . 
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2. For this case g can be decomposed into 
g = ( l , X l w l X g 2 ) o g l 
with g^t, l)-prime and g 2 ( l , /-)-prime. Then for C(g1) = tw1y, C(g2) = w2r, C ( f ) = 
= utwrv and C{h) = uxv we have for y£Z 
w = w1-w2i[B(x,t,\)]y-B(y,\,r)(Z B(x,t,r). 
From case 1 and case 2 we conclude that the left part of the equation in our 
lemma is contained in the right part . This completes the proof in one direction. 
The inclusion in the other direction follows directly f rom the following facts. 
For g±(t, l)-prime and g 2 ( l , /')-prime and h(u, t;)-prime, then if the product -
f =(KXg1XlwXg2Xlv)oh 
is defined where w£Z*,f is (ut, ra)-prime. This means that each B(x, t, 1) [B(z, u,v)]y-
B(y, 1, /•) is contained in B(z, ut, rv). For x£B(z, u, v) it is clear that B(x, t, r)c 
<^B(z, ut, rv). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
This lemma nearly gives us a recursive equation for calculating the sets 
B(z, u, v). The importance of these sets follows from the obvious 
Theorem 1. 
w = u-v£L<=> l£B(S,u,v). 
This means that the word problem wÇ.L can be reduced to the problem of wheth-
er 1 is in a regular set. We are here not interested in developing this direction fur-
ther, however. For our purposes of constructing a normal form grammar we do 
not need a complete recursive definition of the B(z,u,v). 
To construct the productions of our normal form grammars we will use the 
(u, o)-prime derivations of the free x-category F(G) for the special case that u,v£T 
father than T*. If, for example, S—~ uwv is such à (u, ¡/)-prime derivation, we could 
include a production of the form S ^ u R v in' one of our normal form production 
systems, P, where R = B(S, u, v). Then for any such new variable R we would 
also have to introduce productions of the form > • '.. 
- R — t- B(R, t, r) - r 
into P representing the class of all (t, r)-prime derivations f rom the set RaZ+ 
in P. Here B(R, t, r) is a simple extension of the definition of B(z, t,r): 
B(R, t, r) = {w|vv—•"twr is (t, r)-prime and 
To see that this process of constructing productions for P can be continued with 
the B(R, t, r) sets we give the following lemma which one can easily prove. 
Lemma 3. For /, r£Tand RczZ+ 
B(R,t,r) = ^B(x,t,l)x[R)yB(y,l,r) x,yiZ . " - • , 
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This lemma gives us a way to factor the set B(R, t,r) into the regular sets 
we introduced earlier. Thus we are now able to generaf* all eodomain sets of 
derivations / £ F ( G ) , where each such / is a product in " o " and " X " of prime deriv-
ations, f rom the domain sets 
p[B(z,t,r)]q, t,rZT U{1.}, t-r* 1 
where length (p)~ length (q) for p,q£Z*. From Lemma 1 it follows that 
p[B(z, t, r)]q is a tinite set of regular sets. More precisely formulated, f rom Lemma 3 
we can.select the following classes of derivations f rom F(P) for all p, q(LZ*, length 
.(/>) = length (q) and x,y£Z, u, v£T, and /, r£TU {1}, t • r^ 1: 
S t • B(S, t,r)-r, (P'\) 
p[B(z,.t, r)\ - u • B(x, u, 1) • px[B(z, i, /•)],,• B(y, l,v)-v, (P'2) 
p[B(z, t, r)], - u • B(x, u, v) • v, x£p[B(z, t, r)]qf)Z. (/»'3) 
Each of the classes (P ' l ) , (P'2) and (P'3) represents an entire set of derivations 
generated f rom the choices of p, q, r, t, u, v, w, x, and y. Clearly, many of these 
choices will lead to empty sets. However, it is evident that each of these classes 
is finite (since B(z, t, r) is a regular set, the congruence relation established by 
p[B(z, t, r)]9 for all p, qdZ* is of finite index). Therefore, we can use these deriva-
tions as the basis for constructing the productions P of our normal form grammars. 
Before constructing such a normal form production system, however, we must 
convince ourselves-that every.derivation class in F(P) can be decomposed as above. 
Well formed decompositions of derivations 
Now we consider normal forms of derivations for any context-free grammar 
G in Chomsky normal form using the x-categorical expressions which define deri-
vations. We show that each class / of derivations has exactly one normal fo rm 
derivation which we will call well formed (w.f.). 
Definition. A decomposition f=f„o...cf1 with D(f)£Z and 
/ , = / ; , i X . . . X / ; , m , for i = l , . . . , / , 
is well formed if conditions (Wl), (W2) and (W3) hold. 
See Fig. 1 for (W1) and Fig. 2 for (If 2). 
(iW\) 2 > ( / M ) € Z . U r . 
If- D(fu).= t^T then fu=lt. 
If D(fitl)£Z then ft l is (/,/O-prime with t, / ' 6 r U { l } and t - r ^ 1. 
(W2) Let 
fi +1 ° f i = X . . . X Fm. 
be the uniquely determined decomposition with D(Fi)£ZU T for / '=1, . . . , mh and 
Fl = (H1X...XHmXHXGmX...XG1)ofu 
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. s 
/ 2 1 — l i j i / 2 5 
J"22 22> l)-prime, /04 (1, r22)-prime, / 2 3 (i23, r23)-prime 
f ip . 1 
f i 
A 1 
to be short in indices we write for this 
JiA • • • fu ... 
» • • Hi ... Hm H Gin ... Gy ... 
with H~\ for j, + 1 —y( = o(2) 
Fig. 2 
f u ... f u ... fi.iih 
... f i + t j . fi-f- L.ii. i-l ... ... 
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be the uniquely defined decomposition with £>( / / , ) eZUT, D(G,)iZliT, D(H)£ZU 
U{1} and /¡jib, r j -p r ime . Then it follows that = 1(1, Gj = lri for 2"U {1}, 
h - r ^ 1 and 
Ht is (/¡, l)-prime, t^T, 
G; is (1, r,)-prime, r - ^ T 
for i=2, ..., m, and H= 1 for length (C(/u)) even; for length ( C ( f u ) ) odd 
H£P (the set of productions of the underlying grammar) with C(H)£T+, or H 
is (?ra+i, rm + 1)-prime with f m + 1 , r m + 1 e r . 
(W3) f ^ P and fx is terminal, or fx is (/, r)-prime with t, r£ T. 
Lemma 4. Let F(P) be the free x-category generated by the context-free pro-
duction system P in Chomsky normal form. For each f£F(P) there exists exactly 
one (w.f.)-decomposition of / if D ( f ) i Z and C(f)£T+. 
Proof. Let 
zez, w£T+. 
If fdP, then / is terminal and / is a unique (w.f.)-decomposition of itself. 
Now assume f$P. Then we can write w=tw'r with t,rf_T and w' uniquely 
determined by t and r. Therefore there exists a unique decomposition 
/ = ( l . X / i X U o / i 
such that fx is (t, r)-prime. We decompose 
h = H2X...XHkXHxGkX...XG2 
such that D(HdeZ, D(Gd£Z and H= 1 or D(H)£Z for . 
Again this decomposition is unique, if it is possible. If it is noi possible to 
decompose h in this way then h = 1 and / = / x ; that is, one has 
f = A = ( g i X g , ) o g 3 
with 
7 7 7 7 -£JU t 7 V z—~zxz2, Z1 -J, z2 -r 
productions in P, and our lemma holds in this case. 
Now with h decomposed as shown, 
H c 
for i = 2 , . . . , k and 
for i f 
For i—2,...,k we can decompose the derivations uniquely as 
Gk+2-i = (g>XlP.)o f2tk+i 
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in the case that H= 1. Here /2 > i is (i i ; l)-prime and / 2 j t + i is (1, r,)-prime. In the 
case H^ 1 we have the same decomposition for H2, ..., Hk but 
H = ( l t X / i ' X l r - ) ° / 2 , i + i , t\r'£T 
and 
Gk+2-i = (giXlr,)o/2jfc + 1 + i 
for i=2, ...,k, where / 2 , k + 1 is ( i ' , r ' ) -pr ime and f2,k+i+i is (1, r,)-prime. .... 
We now iterate this construction by applying it to the /jj5 g, and h' in the same 
way as we did to h, and so on. 
After a finite number of steps we get the uniquely determined (w.f.)-decomposi-
tion of / . 
The first normal form transformation 
Using the result of lemma 4 we now derive a production system from the 
relations (P ' l ) , (P '2) and (/"3). 
We write 
B-*B' 
for B, B'<^(Z(JT)* iff for each w£B' there exists a u£B such that u-w in the 
usual sense holds. It follows directly that 
B - {u} 
for u£B. For simplicity we identify u with {«}. Using this relation and the transi-
tive closure property of derivations one has 
p[B(z,t,r)]q-~s 
for x£p[B(z, t, r)]q and x-»s. 
Let V be an alphabet and v a mapping into V which is defined on 
U = {(z,t,r,p,q)\z£Z; f , r € r U { l } , t-r* \,\p,q£Z*, length(p) = length(?)} 
such that 
v(z, t, r, p, q) = v(z', t' r', p', q') 
iff 
p[B(z,t, r)]q = p.[B(z',t\ r%.. 
From lemma 1 we know that such an alphabet V' and such a mapping v can 
be constructed effectively and that V is finite. Let V= V U {5} be the nonterminal 
alphabet of our normal form. For v(z, t, r, 1, 1) we write simply v(z, t, r). 
Using (P\ 1) we construct the productions (P, 1) as 
(?, 1) S - H for u£TUT2 and S^u. 
S — t-v(S, t,r)-r "for B(S, t, r) ^ 0. 
We define (P, 2) as follows. 
(P, 21) v(z, t,r,p q) ->- u- v(x, u, 1) • v(z, t, r, px, yq) • v(y, 1, w) • w 
for B(x, u, 1 )DZ+ 0, B(y, 1, w)nz+ ^ 0, px[B(z, t, r)]yvC\Z+ * 0, 
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(P, 22) v(z, t, r, p, q) - u - v(x, u, 1) • v(y, 1, w) • w 
for 1 £px[B(z, t,r)]yq, B(x, u, l ) n Z + ^ 0, B{y, 1, w ) H Z + j* 0, 
(P, 23) v(z, t, r, p, q) — u • v(z, t, r, px, yq) • v(y, I, w) • w 
for leSCv, u, 1), px[B(z, t, r)]y,nZ+ j i 0, B(y, 1, w)nz+ ^ 0, 
(P, 24) v(z, t, r, p, q) u • v(x, u, 1) • v(z, t, r, px, yq) • w 
for l£B(y,'\, w), B(x, u, 1 ) n z + * 0, px[B(z, t r ) ] „ h z + 0, 
(P, 25) v(z,t,r,p,q)^u-v(x,u, 1) • vv 
for 1 £ p x [ B ( z , t, r)]yq • B(y, 1, w), B(x, u, 1) H Z + ^ 0, 
(P, 26) v(z, t, r, p, q)^u- v(z, t, r, px, yq)-w 
for l£B(x,u,l)'B(y,\,w), px[B(z,t,r)]yqnZ+ * 0, 
(P, 27) v(z, t, r, u, v) .— u • v(y, 1, w) • w 
for leB(x,u,l)-px[B(z,t,r)]yg, % l , w ) n z + j i 0 , 
(P, 28) v(z, t, r, p, q) — u • w 
for ieB(x,u,\)-px[B(z,t,r)]yq.B(y,\,w). 
We set 
(P, 2) = U- (P, 20. 
i= i 
We now define the productions (P, 3). 
(P, 3) v(z, t,r, p, q) - u -v(x,u,w)-w 
for x£p[B(z,t,r)]qr\Z and B(x, u, w ) D Z + ^ 0, 
v(z, t, r, p, q) ->- u • v 
for xep[B(z,t,r)]qnZ, 1 £B(x, u, vv), 
v(z, t, r, p, q) — u 
for i . r ^ n Z , (x,u)£P. 
We define 
P = 1)U(P,2)U( JP, 3) 
and 
G = (KUT, T, P, S). 
We write 
G = T 3 ( C ) . 
/ 
T3 is our first normal form transformation. 
Let 
L = L(G), L = L(G) 
be the languages generated by the grammars G and G, respectively. 
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Lemma 5. 
LcL. 
Proof. We construct a functor from the free .v-category F(P) into the monoidal 
category of the relations 
B-B' for B, fi'c(ZU7y 
which are induced by the production set P. 
Let be the power set of (ZU T)*; then we define the monoid homomorphism 
<Pi- (V U T)* — 21 
by setting 
<Pi(t) = { i} f o r t£T, 
< P i ( 5 ) = { 5 } , 
(Pi{v(z, t, r, p, i7)) = p[B(z, t, I-)], 
for v(z, t, r, p, q)£ V. 
"We will Write t for {r} and S for {5}. For each f£P we define 
<Pl(f) = (<Pi{D(f% <Pi(C(/))). 
One can easily check that for f£P 
cp^DV)) - 9 i ( C ( / ) ) . 
We extend (<,px,<p'2) to the functor (p = (cp1, cp2) which is determined uniquely 
iby (q>i,<p£. We have then for S--w, w£T*-
S = cp1(S)^-}~<p1 (w) = w, 
•and therefore from the definition of B-~B' for sets we have 
S — w 
in the usual sense. 
This means that w£L for all W£L, and thus L<ZL. 
Lemma 6. 
Lc.1. 
This lemma will be proved in two parts. 
Part 1. A derivation step fs: Z + — (ZU7") + is called a w.f derivation step 
iff fs = H2X...XHmXHXGmX...XG2 is a decomposition of fs into prime deriva-
tions in the usual sense (e.g. see (W2)). How, let wl...w„£B(p, t,r) for w^p^Z 
a n d t, r € r U { l } such that t-r^l, and let fs be a w.f. derivation step with 
D ( f s ) — wi...wn. Then we can c o n s t r u c t ^ with D ( f s ) = v(p, t, r) such that 
\ <p(C(fsi) = <p(C(fs)) 
where q> and <p are two homomorphisms which forget the nonterminals in a string 
a n d are constant on terminals. 
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To show this we must examine the two cases for n even and n odd. For n even 
we have 
w1...wn = x1...xmym...y1 
where m=nj2, x,=Wi, yi=wn_i+1, and For n odd we have similarly 
for m g l ' 
w1...w„ = x1...xmzym...y1. 
Since the proof for these two cases is similar, we will show the result only 
for the case that n is odd. 
Here we have for w1...w„£B(p, t, r) 
Wi ••• w„ = Xj... xmzym ... i 2 2 i 
'l^li ••• xl„ ••• tmXm1 ••• Xm„mtm+lZl ••• z j >"m + 1 - • • >'m;m rm ••• J^i ••• .Vl^ rl • 
We then construct fs as shown below for v(p, t, r), the variable corresponding 
to B(j), t, r), using the rules P. 
v(p, t,r)^~ 
t1v(x1,t1, !)«(P> h, >\,Xi, yi)v(y!, 1, ''i)>\ —-
h, 1) ... tmv(xm, tm, 1 )v(p, i j , r l 5 x±... xm, ym ... j J 
Hym,l,rm)rm...v(y1,l,r1)r1tzm 
t1v(x1, h, \)...tmv(xm, tm, 1 )tm + 1v(z, tm+1,rm+1)rm + 1 
»(ym,l,rm)rm...v(y1,\,r1)r1. 
N o w , s e t f s = f s , m + l°fs,m°---°fs,l-
Clearly (p{C(fs))=(p(C(f )). Further, for each string of " isolated" nontermi-
nals in C ( f s ) (a string of nonterminals with a terminal on both ends) there is a 
corresponding v variable in C ( f s ) in the same location. For example, for tkxk<1... 
...xki„k in C ( f s ) , where xktl...xkf„k£B(xk, tk, 1), we have tkv(xk, tk, 1)_ in C ( / s > 
in the same location in terms of the terminal symbols in C ( / s ) and C(fs). 
If one of the z, or yi — for example xt — is rewritten to a single terminal 
followed by no nonterminal string, this corresponds to the fact the 1 £B(xt, t{, 1) 
and thus that the corresponding v variable also does not appear in C ( / s ) . Therefore 
the isolated nonterminal strings and the v variables correspond exactly. Using these 
results the lemma can now be easily proved. 
Part 2. For wÇ_L and S^w with f£F(P), let 
f = f n ° - ° f l 
be the unique (w.f.)-decomposition of / Then we can construct / € F(P) such 
that S - ^ w . 
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We will prove this inductively by showing that for each f l t / 2 , . . . , / „ we can 
find / i , / 2 , . . . , / „ such that <p(C{fi))=(p{C{fij) fo r . a l l i, where f=fno...of1, 
and such that the isolated variable strings in C(fi) correspond exactly to the v 
variables in C ( f t ) . 
For f x we have 
S—~txx...xmr 
and 
S—~tv(S, t, r)r, 
which clearly satisfies our conditions (if x1...xm is empty in C ( / i ) , v(S, t, r) does 
not appear in C(fJ}). 
Assume that this is true for / ^ . . . o f and ^ o . . . o f o r n > k > 1 to show 
for the case k-1-1, we look at the partial derivation / t + 1 o / t o . . . o / i . We know 
f rom the induction hypothesis that (p{C(fk))=(p(C(fk)) and further that the 
isolated nonterminal strings in C(fk) correspond exactly with the v variables in C(fk). 
From what we proved in Par t 1, then, the result should be clear. To each 
terminal in C(fk) we apply an identity derivation; to each string of isolated non-
terminals in C ( f k ) we apply a w.f. derivation step fs. The " X " product of these 
identity'derivations and w.f. derivation steps forms fk+1 as one can easily see f rom 
the proof of Lemma 4 and figure 1. 
Let 
fk+i •= g i X . . . X g m 
be this product. Then we construct 
fk+i = l i X . . . X | m 
where g j is the identity derivation if g j is the identity, and g j is the corresponding^ 
fs derivation if gj is a " type f " derivation. Clearly, then, the conditions of our 
assumptions hold, and we have that C ( f ) = C(J) and thus that LcL. 
Our proof gives a sharper result than stated in the lemma, f—f is a mapping. 
If this mapping is surjective, then the multiplicity of each element w£L relative 
to G will not be greater relative to G. 
Analysing the proof of Lemma 5, one also sees that given f£F(P) one can 
find a g£F(P) such that g = f . . 
From Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 and the above remark we have 
Theorem 2. For each language L generated by a context-free grammar G our 
transformation T3 produces a context-free grammar G=T3(G) which generates 
L and in which the productions are of the form 
z —*• tpr or r -» r 
where p£ZUZ2UZ3, v^TUT2 and t,r£T, z£Z. r3 does not increase the multi-
plicity of words. 
; Corollary. T3 t ransforms unambiguous grammars into unambiguous grammars. 
- We now define two more transformations z± and T2 for which the same 
theorems hold, • 
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r t is the t ransformat ion ' in to . Greibach normal form from Chomsky n o r m a l 
form with at most two nonterminals ' in the right hand side of each production. 
r2 transforms each G in Chomsky normal form into a grammar G in which the; 
productions are of the form 
z — tqr or z — v 
with q£ZUZ\ v£TUT2,z£Z, t, r£T. 
We will only give the relations corresponding to (/>', 1), ( P 2 ) and (P', 3)-
From this the definitions of r1 and T2 and the proofs of the corresponding theorems-
will be obvious to the reader. 
The transformation T1 
Now we apply the methods which led us to the just proved normal f o r m 
theorem to the recursive equation of theorem 2 in [Ho 2]. 
B(s, ut,\) = U B(z, t, 1)Z[1?0, u, 1)]. 
zZZ 
Again, we can try to construct productions^ f rom these B sets of the f o r m 
B{s, v, 1) — tB(s, vt, 1) 
for s£Z,v£T+,t£T. Factoring the right, hand side, we have 
B(s, v, 1) — t-B(z, t, l)-z[2?(s, v, 1)] 
for t£T, z£Z, v£T, s£Z. 
We introduce as before variables x(z,t,p) which we assign to p[B(z, t, 1)]. 
Here we get a production system 
x( s , V, p) - t-x(z, t, l ) - x ( s , V, pz) • • ; ' . 
for B(z, t, l )? i0 , pz[B(s, V, and B(z, t, 1) and ^ [ ¿ ( s , 0, 1)]^ {1} and 
x(s, v, p) — t-x(z, t, 1), 
x(s,v,p)-*t-x(s,v,pz) 
for ' l£pz[i?(.s, v, 1)] or 1 £B(z, t, 1), respectively. 
We define the first and the terminal productions as follows: 
. t-x{S, t, 1) for B(S,t, 1 ) ^ 0 ; 
S - t for (S,t)£P- ''; 
x{z,t,p)-~r for y£p[B(z,t, 1)] and ( y , r ) £ P . 
This grammar we call G and the transformation f rom G to G is the desired 
transformation t j . 
As in the case of T3 one proves 
Theorem 3. The transformation r1 transforms context-free grammars G in 
Chomsky normal form into grammars G = r1(G) which are in Greibach normal 
form. The productions of G contain on the right hand side not more than two 
variables. The transformation T1 does not increase the multiplicity of words. -
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The transformation r2 
Let 
<R = {u[B(z, f , f)]v\z£Z, i e r u ' { l } , r e r U { l } , ; / T ^ ' l , u£Z*, v£Z*}. 
As we have seen is a finite set. We derived f rom relations of the form 
R - tR1R2R3r 
and 
• S ^ iRr 
ä cubic normal form for the context-free languages. 
Now from relations of a similar form 
• f 
[/?! tf 2] - tB(z, t, 1) • Z[Ä!ÄJ, -B(y,\,r)-r 
we can derive a quadratic normal form from the fact that 
where 
i' 
r ( * ) = { 
0 for l £ R 
= for l € * 
If we now write 
R0 = B(z,t, 1), *i = 2[/y, R'2 = [R2\, R3 = B(y,\,r), 
then we have the relations 
" [ / ? ! / { J - [ R 3 ] - r , 
[R1R2]-^t-[R0]'[R2R3)-r. 
9?, the set of all valid R sets, is. closed under left and right divisions by construc-
tion, and f rom finite it follows that U 91 • 9 ? i s also finite. 
If we now choose variables v(Rt) and v(R2, R2) for Rt, R2 6 just as we did 
in developing our cubic normal form we get a production system P of the type 
, . • •• y — txzr, 
y txr, 
y ~ tr, 
y. r?> 
or y, x, z nonterminals and t, r terminals. ' . • 
This is the transformation t 2 . 
As in the cubic case we have the following 
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Theorem 4. The normal fo rm transformation 
defined for grammars in Chomsky normal fo rm has the property L(G)=L(G). 
The transformation does not increase the multiplicity of the words w£L. 
The proof is completely analogous to the proof of theorem 2 and is therefore 
left to the reader. 
Functorial properties of the normal form transformations 
Let F(Pi)=((ZiUT)*, SOI,, A C ) for / = 1 , 2 be two x-categories generated 
by the context-free production systems Px and P% in Chomsky normal form. Fur ther 
let cp = (<px, <p2) be an x-functor f rom F(/ ) 1) to F(P2). 
This means that 
cp,: (Z^TT-(Z2UTT 
is a monoid homomorphism and that 
cp2: src^m, fulfills 
=<P2(f) °<Pdg) 
if fog is defined, and 
<P2(/Xg) = <p2(/)X<?>2(g). 
Also for identities l w we have 
<?2(1H) = h i w 
We restrict ourselves to the case (pi(T)(Z T and cp,(Zf)cZ2. F rom this follows 
length (w) = length (<pi(wj) for w 6 T*. 
We have no derivation 1 ->- u 
for «5*1. Because we are in Chomsky normal form we have no superfluous vari-
ables. This means for each z £ Z there exists 
z — w , w£7~ + : ' -• 
therefore tp1(z) — l would be a contradiction. From this and the fact that cp1 is 
length preserving on T* it also follows that <p1(Z1)c:Z2. Thus, since we are using 




be a (i, r)-prime derivation. Then 
cp^z)^^ cp^cp^cp^r) 
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is ( ^ ( 0 , ^ 1 (/"»-prime. Therefore 
q>!(B(z, t, r » c B f a i z ) , tp^t), ^ ( r ) ) . 
F o r RcZ*, x,y£Z t h e i d e n t i t y 
<Pi ( * [ # ] , ) = ^(X)[<Pi(R)]Vl(y) 
holds since ^ 1 (Z 1 )c :Z 2 . -
Let be the set of our sets p[B(z, t, belonging to and G2 respectively. 
Then for the variables v(z, t, r, p, q) we can write v(R) for certain £ . Then 
we have for the set Zi of variables of 
2 t = { » ( ^ l U e S R J , ¿ = 1 , 2 . 
Now q>1 induces a mapping 
Using this we can define the monoid homomorphism 
( ^ U r r - C ^ U r ) * 
by setting 
C y^t) = t . for t£T 
and 
&(» (* ) ) = »(?! (*) ) . for . R ^ . 
It is clear, then, that the following diagram commutes . 
0(F{Pj)^0(F(P2)) 
t j Jt ' 
0(F(P1))^0{F(P2)) ; 
for T = T1; r 2 , T3, where 0 is the object set of the given categories. 
We can now define the function <p'2 which maps the productions of to pro-
ductions in P2 by setting 
<?2(z, q) := (<Pi(z), (Piiq)) 
for ( z , $ ) 6 i V 
Extending (¿Pi, cp2) to the x-functor (<p1; qj2) we have proved the following 
Theorem 5. Let T be one of our normal form transformations R1; T2, T3 and 
let cp = ((p1, cp2) be a functor f rom F(Pj) to F(P2), where Px and P2 are in Chomsky 
normal form with ^ ( T j c z T and ( / ^ ( Z j ^ c Z ^ . Then there exists a natural 
transformation of (p to a functor q> f rom F{x (P^) to F(r (P2))-
The theorem states in other words that the diagramm 
F(Pi) ~ " t ( P 2) 
T J J t 
F(K). • ^ F ( P 2 ) 
has a solution (p. This means that the r ; induce a functor between the functor 
categories of the x-categories F(P), P in Chomsky normal form, and the functor 
categories F(P) with P in one of the three normal forms 1, 2 or 3. 
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Transformations of linear languages 
We have seen that the transformations r ; do not increase the multiplicity of 
words. Therefore the question arises whether an £./?(A:)-grammar G is transformed 
into LR (/c')-grammar Q by our transformations T,. We are not able to solve this 
problem here, but we show that Tx transforms one sided linear grammars into 
minimal linear grammars. This means that in this case transforms non -LR(k)-
grammars into L/?(0)-grammars. Tx here corresponds to the reduction of finite 
automata. 
Let P be a left-linear grammar where productions are of the type 
z — z' -t, z — t 
for z, z ' £ Z and t£T, where Z is the variable alphabet, and T is the terminal 
alphabet. We transform these productions into Chomsky normal form by intro-
ducing the variable alphabet X={(x, t)\t£T} where x is a fixed symbol. 
We define 
Pc = {(z, z' • (x, t))l(z, z f ' t ) € P } 
U{((x, t), / ) | i €T}U {(z, 0 |(*, 0 € P } . 
Pc, then, is in Chomsky normal form and the grammars G = (ZUT, T, P, S) 
and G'=(ZUXUT, T, Pc, S) generate the same language L. 
Now we apply our transformation xl to Pc. We have for z £ Z and (x, t)£X 
B(z, t, 1) e X* 
and 
B{(x, t), u, 1) c {1}. 
From this follows 
z[B(y, t, 1)] = 0 
f o r z e z a n d y£ZUI. 
Therefore our relations which define Pc have the form 
p[B(y',t,l)]~u.py[B(y',t,l)] 
f o r p£X*,y=(x, u)£X, a n d / € Z . 
Now let 
q>: X*-~T* 
be the monoid isomorphism defined by 
<p(x, t ) = t. Then 
(p(p[B(y,t,l)]), ytZ, t€T, p£X* 
defines the syntactical congruence classes of L (i.e. the left invariant equivalence 
relations). This means that T, transforms Pc into a minimal grammar for L. 
We therefore have the following 
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Theorem 6. rx t ransforms left linear grammars — represented in Chomsky 
normal fo rm as shown — into minimal right linear grammars. 
Corollary. T1 t ransforms certain non-L.ft(/c)-grammars into L/?(0)-grammars. 
There exist grammars such that under the t ransformation T1 the multiplicity of 
words decreases properly. 
One can easily prove similar results for the t ransformations r 2 and T3. 
F r o m our theorem about the multiplicity of words it follows tha t the trans-
formations T; t ransform an £/?(&)-grammar G into an unambiguous g rammar G. 
t 2 and r 3 do not preserve the LL(k) and LR{k) property of grammars, bu t t j does 
preserve it as we can show [Ho 3]. 
A normal form for the Chomsky—Schiitzenberger theorem 
Using our normal fo rm transformations t 2 and t 3 one easily derives a normal 
form for the theorem of Chomsky—Schiitzenberger. 
Let 
Xk = { x j , ..., xk, Xj1, ..., xk 
where x ; , x f 1 are bracket pairs and Dk the corresponding Dyck language over Xk. 
The well known theorem states tha t for each context-free language LczT* there 
exists an alphabet Xk, a s tandard regular event R, and a homomorphism <p: Xk — T* 
with i ) ) ( J t ) c r U { l } such that 
L = cp{DkC\R). 
Using our normal forms and following the well known proof of this theorem 
one finds the normal form of 
Theorem 7. For each context-free language LczT* one can find Xk, <p, and 
R such that L = <p(DkC\R) and f rom <p(w)£T and the existence of u, v such that 
uwv£R it follows length (w)S3. 
F rom this theorem we arrive a t the theorem of S. Greibach [GR] about a hardest 
context-free language as it was proved in [Ho 1]. 
Abstract 
We discuss three normal form transformations Tj, r2 and r:: of grammars G which are in 
Chomsky normal form into grammars Gi, G, and G3 respectively. G1 is in Greibach normal form 
with nonterminal productions restricted to z — tp such that t ^ T and pf_Z+ and length The 
nonterminal productions of G2 and G3 are of the form z^ipr such that t, r£ T and p£Z+, length 
or length ( p ) s 3 , respectively. It is shown that these transformations do not increase the 
multiplicity of words in the generated languages. Furthermore we show that certain functorial 
relations between languages are preserved under these transformations. The restriction of r, to one 
sided linear grammars produces the minimal grammars. r2 and r3 do not preserve the LR{k) pro-
perty of grammars, r, preserves LL(k) for ksO and LR(k) for ¿ > 1 , LR(Q) may be transformed 
into LR{ 1) as we show in the following paper. 
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